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___

“Truth is perceived in fragments, and from different angles of vision.”
- Mahatma Gandhi

___

UFOs are real. This is objective truth - not a subjective reality. And UFOs - whatever they represent - 
have been present and part of the human condition since at least the beginning of recorded history. 
This is not a new phenomenon - it’s been with us for a long time - far before humans ever took to the 
skies in flight. We must be knowledgeable of our own history on this planet to ensure that we can 
comprehend the nature of UFOs and what problems they may pose going forward. By doing this, we 
can progress our understanding of this critical issue, which transcends borders and politics. 

As I write these words, the UFO issue is emerging as a major topic of global importance. Militaries 
across our planet are reporting increased UFO activity. This increase in activity impacts vital defense 
operations, including those conducted by our own Department of Defense. It is true that we are in a 
new era of techno-observational capability in all known domains, including space, air, sea and cyber; 
which has highlighted the need for us to respond to these new corroborated observations of the UFO 
presence and advanced capability - with a sense of urgency. 

There has also been an encouraging shift within pop-culture, where there is a socially supported 
sense of permission for thoughtful social discourse on the UFO issue. In the real world, this can lead 
to de-stigmatization and acknowledgment of the UFO presence on (or visiting) planet Earth. 

The majority of America’s citizens have been paying attention. As a result - in this year of 2023 - 
consensus reality is now creaking under the weight and the strain of the UFO presence. This moment 
in our collective history is an opportunity to evolve our comprehension of the natural world that holds 
us; and to advance our understanding scientifically - and beyond. 
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THE UAP DILEMMA 

* UAP now used as an interchangeable and modern term for UFO * 

For decades - if not centuries - UAP have proven that they can operate with impunity within our 
airspace. This is occurring almost every day, often within our restricted airspace. And most alarmingly, 
UAP are witnessed, documented and often captured on corroborative multi-platform defense sensors 
and targeting systems while displaying the capability to outpace, outmaneuver, and outperform our 
most advanced military weaponry; or any other known technologically advanced terrestrial nation’s 
military inventory and private industry holdings. 

Undoubtedly, we are at a Lagrangian point when it comes to UAP - a point of no return - where we 
have critical decisions to make as a nation and human family. This is a new era for opportunity 
regarding transparency on the UAP issue. This is also an era of accountability for those who have 
guarded the collected information and material evidence related to UAP. Information and technology 
has been obscured from the American and global public in the name of national security and to 
extract derivative technologies for allied advantage. This decision may have been initially righteous, 
but has built and become an unregulated bureaucratic machine, lacking a moral and ethical compass. 
The reasons for secrets in the past are now antiquated and presumptuous; they contradict the 
fundamental tenets of a free and open society. 

It’s time to come clean with the truth about UAP - and for the United States to provide leadership on 
this issue by setting an example with our actions. If we are to lead on a global stage - we must lead 
by example, as we always have in the best moments of our history. 

As American patriots, we can no longer shield our eyes, plug our ears or cover our mouths on this 
ontological and epistemological issue of UAP, and what the phenomenon might represent to 
humanity. To do so would be disingenuous and a disservice to truth. It would restrict our 
understanding of the very nature and fabric of the universe we occupy and share. 

It is of note that the lack of transparency to date on this issue - by those groups in possession of 
material evidence related to UAP - is quickly becoming a crime against the American people, the 
scientific community, as well as humanity itself. Thankfully America’s representatives have taken 
notice and have moved into action on that matter. 

I will give warning at this time - as to encourage continued transparency - to those complicit in 
deceiving the American public about the UAP presence. The truth has a way of escaping the vacuum 
of silence and secrecy. It is inevitable - because of the prioritization of meaning over oath. True 
patriots, without being given moral and justifiable reason - will always lean towards radical honesty. 
Whistleblowers will be coming forward to the public - possibly with tangible, physical evidence - as 
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well as testimony and proof of a suspected non-human intelligence engaging humanity on planet 
Earth; and their role in reluctantly covering it up. 

I suggest those stakeholders involved with UAP related holdings get ahead of it while the door is 
open for them to do so. Legislation submitted for the 2024 National Defense Authorization Act is 
poised to assist this process. 

UAP AND PROPER INTERROGATION 

The UAP puzzle is complex and manyfold in presentation - more than I suspect is commonly 
understood - and it will require a diversified and coordinated interrogation to yield practical and 
functional understanding. The UAP problem certainly presents us with scientific questions, as much 
as it does pose national security concerns. Possibly more importantly, this puzzle provides existential 
opportunities that humanity would be wise to collectively embrace together. 

To make progress from here, we must pursue knowledge about UAP from all angles of interest and in 
a coordinated effort towards discovery, understanding and transparent disclosure. 

Our scientific communities must fully engage in an earnest, integrated and open process of discovery. 
We must actively acquire (and demand) high-quality data sets on the issue for useful analysis of UAP 
evidence; much of which has already been acquired by our national defense based platforms and is 
in the possession of various Department of Defense related groups, hidden from the broader public 
and scientific community at this time. 

CENSORSHIP & JOURNALISM REGARDING UAP 

After spending decades studying the UAP phenomenon I have found myself in a privileged position of 
being trusted. How have I achieved this? By being trustworthy in my work. I hear from the public and 
also from legions of service-members who have fought for the very concept of democracy and what it 
means to be an American. Who have fought for our rights to live in America with freedom and 
transparency; to have a truly representative based government; to live and die for the cause of our 
collective freedom. The price of that freedom should be a commitment to transparency for those who 
bestow our representatives with the power to represent us. 

One of the aspects I hear most about from our frustrated service-members is how the recent attempts 
by our military to streamline and define the parameters of the UAP reporting process is still greatly 
undefined and ineffective. That the systems analysis and information flow of UAP encounters, 
engagements and sightings, are too often swept under the rug or ignored for reasons of stigma or 
careerism. Should a military pilot be unlucky enough to see a UAP, what can they expect? A debrief 
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which then turns into an aggressive and confrontational interrogation where the threat of demotion is 
made abundantly clear. 

This system is broken - and for the good of our country and the safety of our brave service members, 
we must fully commit to repairing our country's critically wounded UAP reporting process. 

Ultimately, what I have learned through these years enveloped in the trust imbued into me by the 
direct witnesses to the UAP presence is this: that we are ready for the truth and are now demanding 
it, whatever it might be or wherever the chips may fall. 

It never ceases to strike me at my core that if we were talking about anything other than UAP, we 
would have acknowledged and addressed this problem head-on as a nation and a species long ago. 
But our hubris and anthropocentrism helped to generate a culture of weaponized manufactured 
dissent - where “reasonable” people have been discouraged and shamed for discussing the potential 
of other technologically advanced civilizations visiting or living here on Earth. 

This stigma and obfuscation has blinded us to the point of self-censorship and self-deception. And 
this endorsed ignorance has now forced us on a collision course to recognize rapidly, the undeniable 
and uncomfortable truth we must now face: UAP are real and the phenomenon includes machines of 
unknown origin - likely not made here on Earth. 

The way America has looked at the UAP puzzle over the decades - the way our Department of 
Defense and intelligence communities have shielded the truth from the American public - speaks 
more about the flaws of human nature, than it does about the mystery of what UAP represents to 
humanity. 

GENERATIONAL UAP SECRECY 

If generationally, the United States Government, our intelligence agencies and technological or 
aerospace contractors - have in their possession, craft of unknown origin (non-human or otherwise), 
bodies of unknown, non-terrestrial, extraterrestrial, or non-human origin - that is simply a secret that is 
no longer, moral, ethical, or righteous to keep from the American and global public. Nobody should 
have that right to censor truths relating to the nature of reality. 

If there have been covert craft-retrieval, possession and holdings programs in relation to UAP (as 
testified to) - illegal or even technically legal - this is information that nobody should hold the right to 
keep from public awareness. That type of information is not something that we asked our 
representative government to ever hide from us. And if indeed, being hidden (which I can tell you with 
high-confidence that it is), this is unacceptable and criminal on a level beyond legislation; akin to 
keeping prisoners locked in the allegory of Plato’s cave. 
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If UAP technologies have been sequestered within private industry to avoid detection by our 
Department of Defense - where the global scientific community can’t explore possible derivatives that 
could alter our relationship to the physical world - the cost we might pay is survival. Our future as 
species lies in seeking habitable locations off-world to allow humanity to achieve a broader existence. 
If somebody else figured it out - we also need a chance to do so. 

The reasons for the secrecy on this topic may have been valid at one time, but they apply no longer - 
and the American public and global public now demand that we share that burden of understanding of 
a greater truth. This is no longer the choice of our representatives, as they must represent our choice. 

Questions lead to answers, and answers can be scary - but this is not an excuse for dangerous willful 
ignorance or corruptive forces in the name of national security. 

STRATEGIC SURPRISE & THE BIG QUESTIONS 

Ultimately we have to address the issue of strategic surprise - the concept of national and possibly 
global security - and the consequence of our compartmentalized study of this phenomenon. 

If we don’t face this UAP issue head-on, we could experience a cosmic version of Pearl Harbor. We 
may be blindsided by a truth immensely altering our concept of existence, if we don’t have the 
relevant information or ask all the necessary questions - no matter how uncomfortable they are to 
ask, or how disturbing the answers may be. 

Some of the questions that I hope we will find answers for are… 

• Whose technology is this? 

• Who built and operate these vehicles? 

• Where are they from? 

• What is the intent of their presence? 

• How do these transmedium advanced aerospace vehicles operate? 

• Do we have an incomplete understanding of a universal physics? 

• Why has the fundamental disclosure of this information been intentionally hidden from the American 

and global public for so long? 
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UAP TRANSPARENCY & MOVING FORWARD 

I directly represent a critical-mass of the public - as well as the service-members who have come 
forward to me with frustration and desire to know the full truth - because they have had first-hand 
experience interacting with what we call UAP. 

It is high-time for consensus reality to embrace the truth about the UAP presence. We are living in a 
data-rich environment, but acting from a data-poor perspective. The American and global public have 
a right to know the truth about UAP; in-fact, we have a need to know. And I feel a sense of personal 
duty to find out. 

To understand what it means to be human, we must seek answers about the theater within which we 
are having our human experience. Human beings are magnificently adaptable, but in order to adapt, 
we must be aware of our new environment. 

A new topography and cosmology of what it means to be a human on Earth is emerging - and a 
greater awareness and grasp of what we are all a part of is unfolding. The fabric of our understanding 
itself is being woven in front of our very eyes - and I remain optimistic that the seeker of truth is the 
finder of truth. Especially when society encourages exploration, investigation and adaptation rather 
than stigmatize it. It is a simple fact that humanity will be better-off knowing the truth about UAP. 

Discovery of truth is historically a war of attrition. We can trace this back to the time of Galileo Galilei 
and beyond. And make no mistake; we are weaponized, we are relentless, we are committed - and 
we will not stop fighting for UAP transparency until we know the absolute truth - whatever it turns out 
to be. Count on it.

With indomitable fortitude and resolve, 

Jeremy Kenyon Lockyer Corbell
American Investigative Journalist 
July 26th, 2023 - Washington, D.C. 

___
“We shall not cease from exploration, and the end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we 

started and know the place for the first time.” - T.S. Elliot
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